Aggregation is the process of gathering and combining information from a number of sources. In peer-to-peer systems, aggregation is a basic component of a range of applications, including monitoring and complex-query resolution. Peer-to-peer aggregation services themselves are dependent on a number of other fundamental peer-to-peer services -directories, multicasting and system-size approximation. The overall performance characteristics of an aggregation service are affected by the chosen implementation method for these underlying services. To illustrate this relationship, aggregation techniques for internet-based peer-to-peer systems are surveyed and dissected into their component parts. We further consider the problem of running one-off aggregation queries in a peer-to-peer network. A new aggregation service, Bliksum, which uses a novel combination of underlying services, is introduced. Bliksum employs unstructured peer-to-peer techniques for node sampling, multicasting and system-size approximation, in combination with a method of building a temporary tree structure for aggregation itself. Unstructured peer-to-peer techniques have been shown to be highly resilient to node churn, avoiding the problem inherent in structured systems of maintaining the desired structure when the set of nodes changes rapidly. We present experiments showing that Bliksum retains these advantages while reducing communications cost and reducing information loss compared to pure gossip-based aggregation.
Introduction
Aggregation is the process of gathering and combining information from a number of sources. In peer-to-peer systems, where these sources are distributed over many machines, aggregation centres around routing data from the sources to a sink location where the aggregate value is needed. As in most peer-to-peer tasks, a major consideration is that an aggregation service should be able to operate in spite of node and network failures.
In peer-to-peer aggregation, failures can have a number of consequences. Foremost, they can lead to a loss of part of the data being aggregated. Robust aggregation techniques are therefore needed to anticipate and correct for information loss. Robust data collection can be achieved through redundancy [2, 10] . If information is routed along multiple paths, when one path fails, another will still be available. If data is replicated, failures are less likely to result in a loss of information.
The process of gathering input data is, however, only one part of the aggregation process. It is also desirable that an aggregation query reaches all nodes, and that the final aggregate value is not measured before all parts of a reply have been received. This means that aggregation relies on services that can maintain an up-to-date directory of nodes, queries, PushPullSum. Sections 6 and 7 identify issues to be addressed in future work and summarise the conclusions of this work.
Peer-to-peer aggregation services
The peer-to-peer aggregation problem considers a distributed system consisting of a set of N nodes X ¼ {x 1 ; . . . ; x N }. Each node, x i , stores a value, v i [ V. An aggregation technique specifies a mechanism by which the aggregate of the values s ¼ f ðv 1 ; . . . ; v N Þ is calculated, given some aggregation function, f. In the context of one-off queries, aggregation is performed when a single node initialises a query. The current value of s should then be made available to the querying node. Since nodes may be added and removed from the system, and the value stored on a node may change during the aggregate calculation, it is not possible to find a fully consistent value for s (see [1, 15, 16] for discussions of alternative forms of consistency). For this reason we do not consider the problem of finding the true value of s, but instead only of calculating a reasonable estimate.
There are two common generic methods of routing and aggregating input data in peer-to-peer systems. The first involves building a tree structure over which data can travel from the sources to a root node, with partial aggregates calculated as branches join along the way. The second involves unstructured gossiping of information in which data are randomly routed through the system and the aggregate is calculated at each node.
Tree-based methods provide an efficient way of transferring data. Moreover, the tree structure ensures that all inputs are correctly included in the aggregate. A straightforward tree, however, can be fragile in the presence of node and link failures. An underlying tree maintenance routine is required to provide a reliable communication layer. The frequency of queries and updates determines if providing this layer is cost effective.
Gossip-based methods involve high levels of replication. Each input is replicated and replicas each follow a different random route. As a result, gossip-based algorithms are robust to communication failures, making them suitable for running on unreliable communication networks. The unstructured manner in which replicas are routed, however, requires additional mechanisms to track and manage inputs.
The following sections describe three well-known peer-to-peer aggregation services: SDIMS [17] , a structured hierarchical service, the Push-Sum [9] unstructured gossip-based service and hierarchical gossiping [4] , a hybrid of the two approaches.
Lease-based hierarchical aggregation: SDIMS
SDIMS [17] uses the trees defined by a distributed hash table (DHT) network to route aggregate calculations. Each aggregate function is given a name, which determines its root node and the tree connecting each node to the root. When a query is first made, the aggregate value is calculated by routing data from the nodes to the root. The root then floods the result back down the tree to the querying nodes. The DHT itself is relied on to provide reliable communication and maintain the tree structure where nodes fail. When an update is made, the new input is routed up the tree, and the new total aggregate propagates down the tree. This potentially means that after each update all nodes in the system are informed. To reduce communication costs, leases are used to define when and where updates should propagate, thus controlling the spatial and temporal replication of data [15, 18] .
Unstructured gossiping: the push-sum aggregation protocol
In gossip-based aggregation each node continuously disseminates the information it currently holds about the global aggregate. For instance, to calculate the maximum value in V, [9] demonstrate a class of protocols that use unstructured gossiping to calculate linear synopsis aggregates. The PushSum protocol is a representative example which calculates P N i¼1 v i . The core idea is that the average value of V can be found by spreading the 'mass' of the values equally between the nodes. If the nodes also calculate the size of the system, they can then calculate s. Accordingly, each node maintains a sum, s and a weight, w. The value s i is a node x i 's portion of the average and w i gives the relative size of that portion.
Initially each node, x i , sets its sum to its local value, s to the sum of the values they received. Specifically, at round t, a node x i sends {ð1=2Þs t i ; ð1=2Þw t i } to itself and {ð1=2Þs t i ; ð1=2Þw t i } to another node, chosen uniformly at random from X. In this manner, the mass of the total values of s and w diffuse through the system and become distributed in the same proportion in any given node. Since s represents the average of the values in V, and w represents 1/N, s i £ w i gives a local estimate of s.
A variation of the PushSum protocol given in Jelasity et al. [6] shows how the mass can be divided evenly among the nodes by ensuring that the nodes get the same number of incoming as outgoing communications each round. In this case, w i gives a good estimate of 1/N. Balancing is achieved by having nodes simultaneously 'push' and 'pull' data from their randomly chosen neighbours, hence we use the name 'PushPullSum' protocol to refer to this work.
Hierarchical gossiping: Astrolabe
Hierarchical gossiping [4] arranges nodes into a pre-defined hierarchy of gossip groups. Aggregation is done in phases, starting at the 'leaf' groups, then moving up the hierarchy using the local aggregates from the level below as input, until the final aggregate is calculated in the 'root' group. Since the number of values to aggregate in each group is limited, it is feasible for each member to collect and aggregate all of the input values for the group.
Nodes participate in a number of separate gossiping protocols, one for each level in the hierarchy. At the lowest level, gossiping disseminates the values from V within a group. At higher levels, group members represent sister branches in the hierarchy, and gossiping disseminates the aggregate values for the branches. Each aggregation phase lasts for a fixed period of time, based on the size of the groups, from which the expected time to disseminate values can be calculated. Gossiping within each phase takes placed in fixed length rounds. During a round each node chooses g random members of its group and sends them each a random input value/ID pair from the ones it has collected so far.
Astrolabe uses an extended version of hierarchical gossiping [16] . To account for continuous updates of the values in V, the data items that are gossiped are given a time-stamp and expiry time. Old items are overwritten by new values. Nodes continually refresh their values, so that when a node fails its data will eventually expire and be removed from the aggregate. Gossiping takes place continuously at all levels. To reduce communication costs, at higher levels representative nodes are elected from each input branch to participate in the gossiping group.
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Aggregation services dissected
The life cycle of an aggregation query consists of the following steps:
(1) a node formulates the query, (2) the query is disseminated through the system, (3) nodes respond with their local values, (4) individual values are gathered together to form the global aggregate value and (5) the resulting aggregate value is measured.
A complete aggregation system is therefore concerned with more than simply gathering and combining the values in V (step 4). In order to disseminate a query some form of broadcasting is needed. To know which nodes to inform during the broadcast, a list of the current nodes in the system must exist somewhere. Finally, in order to estimate the time needed before all replies will be received, some knowledge of the extent of the system is required. A complete system for calculating aggregates can be broken down into a number of sub-services: aggregation itself, multicast, a membership directory and size estimation. All the systems described in Section 2 include these components in various forms.
The most appropriate implementation of each of these components depends to a large degree on the requirements of the application using the aggregation service. In general implementation choices are influenced by two key requirements, the aggregation functions that must be supported and the performance criteria that must be met. The following sections discuss these requirements classes and how each of the four sub-services identified above are implemented in the aggregation services surveyed in Section 2.
Requirements
Aggregation functions
Common aggregation tasks include sampling a set of values, finding a minimum or maximum value, counting, averaging and summation. While in general many more complex aggregation functions exist, a distributed setting places a number of restrictions on the types of functions that can be easily calculated. Distributed aggregation is limited by the cost of transmitting data, the degree to which aggregate calculation can be parallelised, and by loss of accuracy due to data loss, data replication or inaccuracies in calculating partial aggregates.
In the simplest case, aggregation can be achieved by routing all data to a common location where s is calculated. This scheme however involves high data transmission costs, and places the full burden of calculation on a single node. Peer-to-peer aggregation more commonly takes the form of 'data-centric routing' [11] , in which partial aggregates are calculated in a distributed fashion as inputs come together on paths from the sources to the sink. Data-centric routing improves aggregation performance by dividing the task of calculating the aggregate among many nodes, and by compressing input data en-route to the sink. To fully realise these benefits an aggregation function should be divisible so that partial aggregates are independent. That is, given two disjoint sets of input values V 1 and V 2 , f ðV 1 ; V 2 Þ ¼ f ðf ðV 1 Þ; f ðV 2 ÞÞ. Also, the output of each partial aggregate function should ideally be no larger than the original values in V [4] . The common aggregation functions listed above all meet these criteria.
Peer-to-peer aggregation techniques are prone to errors that lead to inaccurate values of s. Message or node failures during the aggregation process mean that some input values may not be included in the final aggregate value. Unintended replication of input values can also affect the accuracy of s. When raw data is routed to, then aggregated at, a single location, multiple copies that reach the destination along multiple paths are usually easy to identify and account for. In data-centric routing, however, it can be difficult to detect if particular The factors listed above have differing impacts depending on the aggregation function. Sampling is relatively insensitive to errors in the aggregation process. In sampling, not all inputs are collected thus losing some input values non-systematically will not affect the randomness of the sample. For large numbers of samples, repeating a sample is unlikely to have a large impact on the sampled distribution. Min and max are also well suited for the peer-to-peer setting. Lost inputs are unlikely to be a critical value, and repeated inputs do not change s. Counting has the nice property that all inputs contribute equally to s. This means that the impact of any lost or repeated inputs will be proportional to N. It also means that counting can be approximated using sampling. For most functions, however, input values do not contribute equally to the final aggregate value. This means that in general the accuracy of an aggregation service is not bounded by the percentage of inputs that are incorporated into the final aggregate.
More complex aggregation functions are explored in Hellerstein et al. [5] . Van Renesse et al. [16] discuss how to create a system that accepts generic aggregation functions.
Performance considerations
Peer-to-peer aggregation systems must take into account a number of performance considerations in their design. Performance is limited by the resources available: the number of nodes in the system, the rate and pattern of changes to the nodes in X, bandwidth and latency limitations on communications between the nodes, and processing and storage limitations on the nodes. Performance requirements depend on properties of the data being aggregated and the intended use of the aggregate value: the rate and pattern of change of the variables in V, the rate and pattern of accesses of s, the required accuracy of s and the speed with which updates to s must be made available. The frequency and number of aggregation queries further affects how well optimisations can be made that share costs between multiple queries.
The relative importance of these factors depends on the exact aggregation task. Current peer-to-peer aggregation systems operate on relatively simple aggregation functions. Given this, the cost of communication of input data dominates over the cost of calculating the aggregate. Some aggregation systems are designed specifically for systems monitoring. In this setting the large number of queries, and in particular the frequent repetition of queries, means that query costs dominate. This is particularly true when systems are fairly stable, so that setup and maintenance operations are infrequent.
In this work, we are interested in comparing the relative performance of various methods of aggregation for one-off queries in highly dynamic systems with frequent node failures. In this setting, the cost of setting up and updating the transport structures can be as important as the aggregation cost itself. Aggregates are not updated, thus the pattern of access and data changes becomes a secondary consideration. In this context, the main difference between techniques is the accuracy they can achieve for a given amount of communication.
Methods
Aggregation
We first consider methods used to route and combine input data. In pure hierarchical aggregation a tree structure is used to define a single path along which input data is routed. The use of a DHT to define this tree in SDIMS has two advantages. First, each aggregation E. Ogston and S.A. Jarvis 56 function uses a separate tree, so that any failures are unlikely to affect all queries. Second, DHTs include repair mechanisms that rebuild the tree when node failures occur. The use of a tree allows for efficient aggregation. The use of leases improves communication efficiency further. The extent to which an update propagates among nodes is controlled by defining leases along the links in the tree. A lease between two neighbouring nodes determines if and when changes to the aggregate should be communicated between those nodes. In areas where many reads take place, writes can then be set to propagate immediately, so that local values reflect the correct aggregate. In areas where many writes take place, propagation can be delayed until a read occurs.
The PushSum protocol uses gossiping to randomly route input data, with partial aggregates calculated each round at each node. This method is of interest because it accomplishes aggregation without requiring any underlying aggregation structure. This makes it well suited for systems with highly dynamic sets of nodes. On the other hand, gossip-based aggregation has a two weaknesses that limit its application. Because data is divided, not replicated, the failure of a node or a message results in the aggregate being damaged in a way that cannot be compensated for. Thus, although the overall aggregate calculation is robust to failures, the accuracy of the aggregate value is limited by the number of failures that occur during the query. Further, the large number of partial aggregate calculations means that small rounding errors can have a measurable cumulative effect. Moreover, PushSum is difficult to extend to calculate more complex aggregates. The value w is used to manage the inclusion of values in the partial aggregates. For summation, w simply counts the number of input values. In the general case, w would need to name the values that have been included, limiting the degree to which it can be compressed.
In hierarchical gossiping input data are routed randomly within small groups to calculate local aggregates, but local aggregates are combined along a pre-specified aggregation tree connecting the groups. The use of gossiping within groups makes aggregation resilient to node failures, if any node fails, the other nodes in its group replicate its role. The tree structure between groups improves the efficiency of global aggregation. Because of this, each node is able to gather all the inputs for the partial aggregate calculations for each of its groups. This extends the range of aggregates that can be calculated over flat gossiping. The communication cost of hierarchal aggregation is, however, still high since each virtual node in the hierarchy consists of a number of actual nodes. Therefore, in Astrolabe aggregation functions can be set to limit the locations in the hierarchy over which they are calculated or propagated.
Multicast
In order for nodes to take part in the aggregation process they must first be informed that a query has been made. When an aggregation tree exists, queries can simply be broadcast over the tree. Unstructured aggregation methods use a form of random multicast [8, 10] . Nodes that have received the query send it to a number of random neighbours. Assuming that these neighbours are selected uniformly at random out of the entire node population, once the query has been forwarded a given number of times in total, the likelihood will be high that all nodes have received it. Since the query initially spreads rapidly through the system, each node only needs to forward the query to a small number of neighbours [8] . Failures can be accounted for by simply increasing the number of times the query is forwarded [10] . In gossip-based aggregation, therefore, the gossiping process serves the dual role of collecting input values and disseminating queries.
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Membership directory
In order to disseminate a query a record must be kept of the nodes currently participating in the system. In tree-based aggregation this information is contained in the tree structure. Building and maintaining the structure is therefore a sub-service that must be considered as an essential part of a complete aggregation system. Astrolabe leaves this job up to the system administrator who must set up the tree and choose the locations to add nodes. The trees in a DHT are defined by the 'leaf set' of a node. These leaf sets must contain a list of other nodes chosen from the global set with a specific distribution. A good part of the complexity of DHTs comes from the join procedure that initially populates a node's leaf set and from the mechanisms that keep the leaf sets consistent as the node population changes. SDIMS defines its own version of these mechanisms to add additional restrictions on the locations of neighbouring nodes [17] .
In gossip-based aggregation, the membership directory is manifest in the mechanism by which nodes identify random neighbours. The PushSum protocol does not specify this mechanism. The PushPullSum protocol shows how it can be implemented using an second gossip-based protocol for node sampling [6] . A node-sampling services is a degenerate form of directory service. When queried, a sampling service will return a random node. This can be achieved by having nodes maintain a distributed pool of items representing current system nodes. Each node stores a subset of this pool, and gossiping is used to periodically swap items between nodes. The gossiping protocol can be designed in a such a way that samples drawn from a node's local pool represent uniformly distributed choices out of the global pool [14] .
System size estimation
The time it takes for an aggregation query to reach all nodes and for the replies to be returned to the querying node depends on the extent of the system. In hierarchical systems the depth of the tree can be measured directly. For random-multicast and gossip-based systems research has shown that the time it takes information to disseminate is based on the diameter of a random network, thus grows logarithmically with the size of the network [2, 7, 8, 10] . Given the system size, N, the duration of a query can be calculated. In Astrolabe the maximum group size is fixed, and this maximum is used to determine the query duration. PushPullSum runs continuously, but to account for changes to the system, and to correct errors, time is divided into epochs and the protocol is restarted each epoch. The length of an epoch is fixed, corresponding to a fixed query duration. Since the query duration grows slowly with system size, a relatively short duration can accommodate a wide range of system sizes.
Bliksum
The existence of a tree structure has major advantages in the data-gathering phase of an aggregation query. It improves communication efficiency. It also manages inputs, allowing for a greater range of aggregate functions. Looking beyond the process of gathering and combining inputs, however, aggregation trees involve hidden management costs. Gossip-based methods, on the other hand, excel at minimising management requirements in highly dynamic systems.
The Bliksum protocol is designed to combine gossip-based management and treebased aggregation in a way that best exploits the advantages of each. A simple tree is used to aggregate data, but unlike in other hierarchical algorithms the tree exists only for the E. Ogston and S.A. Jarvis 58 duration of a query. Gossip-based methods are used for tracking system membership and multicasting queries, allowing the system to be kept in an easy to manage unorganised state when no queries are active. While each of the components of this approach has been studied previously, the combination warrants further consideration.
Previous work has concluded that simple aggregation trees are too fragile to be used in dynamic peer-to-peer systems [1, 6] . In this work, we re-evaluate the use of an unreliable tree, based on the observation that the data-gathering phase of aggregation is a relatively fast operation. Moreover, if errors occur at random locations they are most likely to occur in the leaves of the tree. Thus a small number of failures may not in fact have a large impact during a single aggregate calculation. This section presents the Bliksum protocol, which is evaluated in detail in Section 5.
The Eddy node-sampling service
Bliksum uses the Eddy node-sampling protocol [14] to track system membership. Eddy is one of a family of node sampling protocols [7] which use gossiping to exchange items representing currently active nodes. Pseudo-code for this core gossip routine is given in Figure 1 . Nodes each have a small local pool of items from which they draw samples. Nodes periodically exchange items with random neighbours, so that each item follows an approximately random walk through the system. The global pool of items is managed by having active nodes continually add new items representing themselves. Node failures are automatically accounted for as items for non-active nodes are quickly replaced. The Eddy protocol is designed to maximise gossiping accuracy, that is to best approximate the assumption that samples are drawn using a uniform random distribution of all currently active nodes. This property plays a crucial role in the behaviour of the multicast, size estimation and tree construction methods used in Bliksum which all require node samples as input. The full Eddy protocol is described in detail in [14] . 
Push-only random multicast
Bliksum disseminates queries using the push-only random multicast protocol given in Kermarrec et al. [10] . Figure 2 gives pseudo-code for the core random multi-cast routine.
Multicasting takes place in rounds. Each round, each node that holds a copy of the query sends it to another node, chosen at random. In round zero only the querying node holds and sends the query. As the rounds progress, increasing numbers of nodes hold and send out the query. Each node that receives the query passes it on a fixed number of times, to k other nodes. For a large enough k, and neighbours chosen uniformly at random out of all system nodes, this gives a high probability that all nodes will quickly receive the query [2] . The value of k can be calculated, given the system size, message failure rate and desired probability of the query reaching all nodes [10] . Karp et al. [8] give a faster and more communication efficient random multicast protocol which could also be used. This protocol, however, relies on a 'random phone call' model in which nodes are assumed to contact random neighbours periodically whether they have a query to communicate or not. This situation does exist in Bliksum since nodes are executing a sampling protocol. However, since the sampling protocol is continuous, it is desirable to have it run at a much slower rate than the multicast protocol. In this case, push-only multicasting is more practical.
Sample-based system size estimation
In this study, we use a fixed query duration, as done in previous work on peer-to-peer aggregation [6, 16] . A fixed query duration can be used in settings where the system size is fairly constant and known a priori. In general, however, this approach is undesirable because it limits the maximum system size and it requires systems that are smaller than expected to run longer queries than necessary. Longer queries both use more resources and increase the probability of nodes and messages failing during the query. There are a number of ways of estimating the actual size of a peer-to-peer system. Sample-based estimates, for instance using the reverse-birthday paradox, can give reasonable estimates without requiring extra communication by watching the stream of samples produced by a sampling protocol [14] . The best way to incorporate such estimates in the multicast and aggregation protocols, and the exact effect of inaccurate estimates, are open questions and are outside the scope of this paper. Section 6 discusses these issues further. 
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Reverse-query aggregation tree
Bliksum creates an aggregation tree on-the-fly by reversing the spanning tree created when the query is broadcast [1, 13] . Pseudo-code is given in Figure 3 . When a node first receives the query it records the sender as its parent in the tree. Values are sent up the tree using 'pipelined aggregation' [13] . After finding a parent, nodes periodically send their current local aggregate to their parent, provided that the value has changed since last reported. As the tree grows, new values are incorporated and a more complete aggregate propagates up the tree.
Since a new tree is built for each query, the tree is not maintained. As long as no failures occur during the execution of the query the aggregate will be correct. Any failure will result in some nodes' values not being included. The majority of nodes join the tree near the leaves, and near the end of the aggregation procedure. This means that a randomly placed failure will most likely only cause values from a few nodes to be lost. The expected impact of a failure depends on the exact shape of the tree, which itself depends on properties of the multicast and node-sampling protocols. Full analysis is a subject for future work. In Section 5, we present a simulation-based experimental analysis.
Experimental comparison to pure gossip-based aggregation
In this section, we present experiments examining the communication cost and aggregation accuracy of the Bliksum protocol in the presence of faults. Gossip-based aggregation protocols provide a high level of robustness to faults with minimum maintenance costs, compared to structured approaches [6] . The following experiments compare the Bliksum approach to pure gossip-based aggregation. They show that Bliksum both reduces total communication cost and improves aggregation accuracy in the presence of realistic levels of node churn. We compare Bliksum's performance to that of the PushPullSum protocol described in Jelasity et al. [6] as it is the most practical and complete pure gossip-based protocol described in the literature.
In PushPullSum, as in the PushPull protocol described in Section 2.2, nodes gossip information to calculate two aggregate values: the average of the values in V and the reciprocal of the system size, 1/N, as done in the PushPull protocol described in Section 2.2. Gossiping takes place in rounds. In each round each node chooses a random neighbour to send a gossip request to, and that neighbour returns a gossip reply. If a reply is not received 
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before the next round, the gossip times out. To account for updates to V rounds are divided into epochs, with the aggregation procedure restarting each epoch. The protocol given in [6] does not specify a node's behaviour when a gossip exchange it initiates is interrupted by a gossip request from another node. There are three options. First, the node can respond as usual, but this can result in inaccuracies in the final aggregate value. Second, the node can wait until it receives its reply before responding, but this can result in large numbers of gossip timeouts. Finally, the node can respond with a message refusing the gossip exchange. We use this third option in our implementation. In the setting we consider that gossip exchanges are fast compared to the gossip period, thus this results in only a very small number of wasted exchanges. If this is not the case this behaviour could lead to PushPullSum requiring more gossip rounds to calculate an aggregate. In the following sections, we first examine communication costs and calibrate the Bliksum and PushPullSum protocols to have comparable maximum communication loads on the nodes (Section 1). These experiments demonstrate the improved average communication efficiency of Bliksum. We next examine the impact of isolated node failures, and show that while failures decrease the accuracy of Bliksum, they also decrease the accuracy of PushPullSum, so that pure gossiping cannot be considered to be significantly more robust (Section 2). We further show that for Bliksum the impact of failures can be reduced by adding a small amount of tree management at a small extra communication cost (Section 1). We finally examine the compound effect of failures in a realistic churn scenario (Section 3). We show that in this case, Bliksum with minimal tree management produces aggregate results that most closely reflect the true aggregate.
Both protocols use the Eddy node-sampling protocol as a source of random node addresses [14] . 2 Since this layer is the same for both aggregation protocols, we do not include it in our analysis. Section 6 discusses the cost of node sampling.
We simulate systems with N ¼ 1000 nodes. While actual systems may be much larger than this, work on the scalability of gossiping and multicast protocols has shown that 1000 nodes is large enough to exhibit behaviour representative of larger systems [7, 8] . Section 6 gives more details on protocol scalability. The random multicast fan out, k, is set to 18, based on results given in Kermarrec et al. [10] .
We run message-based simulations which take into account the parallel nature of the protocols, such as allowing a node to receive incoming gossip requests while waiting for a reply to a request of its own. Despite nodes having synchronised clocks, we time protocol rounds and epochs separately so that the start of these periods is not synchronised. A setup phase in which initial nodes are added to the system is run before measurements for the main experiments are begun.
Aggregation speed
The amount of time it takes to run an aggregation query affects the number of errors that are likely to occur in a system during the query. The speed at which a query can be executed depends on the communication rate of the nodes. In the following sections, we calibrate Bliksum and PushPullSum to use roughly equal maximum communication rates, then measure the time required for data from nodes to be returned after a query has been issued.
Gossip, multicast and aggregate update round lengths
The speed and communication rate of the Bliksum protocol is controlled by two parameters. The round length of the multicast protocol specifies the interval nodes wait between passing on the query to each neighbour. The round length of the aggregation tree protocol specifies E. Ogston and S.A. Jarvis 62 how often nodes pass updates of their local aggregate on to their parent. Similarly, for the PushPullSum protocol, the gossip round length specifies the period nodes wait between initiating successive gossip exchanges. For simple aggregates, each of these communication operations involves only a small amount of information. Thus measuring the number of messages that nodes send gives a good indication of the communication cost of a protocol. Figure 4 compares the total number of messages of each type sent during the aggregate calculation, measured in 1 s intervals when the PushPullSum gossip rate and the Bliksum multicast rate and aggregation rate are all set to once per second. For PushPullSum, gossiping is continuous, with each node initiating a gossip once per second. Since each gossip involves a push and a pull message, the average number of messages is 2N/s or 2000. The points in time where the number of messages drops mark the beginning of new aggregation epochs. After a new epoch is signalled, nodes that have received the new query do not reply to gossips initiated by nodes that are still in the previous epoch.
The query for the Bliksum protocol is initiated at 150 s. Figure 4 gives the total number of Bliksum messages, as well as showing how these messages are divided among the multicast and the aggregation tree. One of the main advantages of Bliksum over PushPullSum for oneoff queries is that nodes only communicate during the execution of the query. Moreover, Bliksum only generates large numbers of messages for a short part of the query period. Figure 5 shows the communication load per node for the experiment shown in Figure  4 . Both the average and maximum number of incoming and outgoing messages handled by each node per second are shown. One disadvantage of using an aggregation tree in Bliksum is that nodes higher in the tree must handle more messages. Figure 5 shows that while the most loaded nodes must handle more than the average number of messages, their communication load is not excessive. Moreover, the random selection of neighbours in the PushSumProtocol means that while nodes participate in an average of two gossips per round -one ingoing and one outgoing -the gossip load is not spread entirely evenly, with the more unlucky nodes participating in as many as eight exchanges.
The aggregation rate of Bliksum and PushPullSum can be adjusted by changing the rate at which the nodes communicate. To make a fair comparison between the two protocols, they should impose roughly equal communication loads on the nodes. We reduce the PushPullSum gossip rate to once per 1.4 s. Figure 6 shows that this creates a situation where the maximum rate at which messages are sent and received by any node in the two protocols is approximately equal. 
Aggregation query duration
The duration of an aggregation query depends not only on the duration of the protocol rounds examined in Section 1, but also on the number of rounds needed for the query to reach all nodes and for the returned values to reach the querying node. We set v i ¼ 1 for all i, and run a summation query, P N i¼1 v i so that the correct aggregate value should be the system size, N. Figure 7 shows the aggregate value measured at the querying node in each aggregation/gossip round. In PushPullSum when a query is made, the result of the previous epoch is returned. The correct sum, 1000, is thus immediately available. Figure 7 also shows the aggregate value for the current epoch. At 150 s both the Bliksum query and a new PushPullSum epoch are initiated. Both protocols find the correct sum quickly. In the PushPullSum implementation, nodes join a new epoch when they first receive a gossip from another node in that epoch. Thus, the query is spread in a similar manner in each protocol. The way in which the sum is approached differs however. In PushPullSum the value first overshoots, then oscillates around the correct value. The final value can be slightly off, due to rounding errors. In Bliksum the final value slowly approaches, and is bounded by, the correct value. E. Ogston and S.A. Jarvis 64 Figure 8 examines the amount of time each protocol takes to reliably find the correct aggregate value. The figure plots the number of seconds from the initiation of a query/epoch, versus the percentage of trials (out of 300) that would give the correct sum if the result was measured at that point in time. Since PushPullSum does not give an exact value, we consider values that are in the range [999.5, 1000.5] and remain in that range in the proceeding rounds to be correct. Table 1 gives statistics on the number of rounds needed by each protocol to reach the correct sum. In the following experiments we set the query lengths for both protocols to 26 rounds, the time at which 299 of the 300 queries had found the correct sum in both protocols. This gives a query length of 26 s for Bliksum and 36.4 s for PushPullSum. Table 2 gives statistics on the value recorded for the sum at these times. International Journal of Parallel, Emergent and Distributed Systems 65
Impact of individual node failures
In this section, we examine the impact of a node failing during the execution of a query.
The main consequence of failures is that they can reduce the accuracy of the aggregate value. One of the biggest factors influencing accuracy is the percentage of inputs from V that are actually included in the aggregate. For the summation query that is run in these next experiments, the aggregate value indicates the number of local values that have been received. In the worst case, a failure can have a large influence on the accuracy of both the Bliksum and PushPullSum protocol. If a node fails in Bliksum, any subsequent updates from its children will be lost. If a node high in the tree fails early in the query then this can lead to a large percentage of missed inputs. Similarly, in the PushPullSum protocol, the mass of the value w, which is used to calculate the system size, is concentrated in a few nodes early in the query. If any of these nodes fail, the size of the system will be overestimated, leading to an inaccurate aggregate value. On the other hand, a failure that occurs in a random location at a random point in time during a query is most likely to only have a small influence on either protocol. In Bliksum failures that occur in the leaves, or in a node after its children's values have been passed up the tree, do not result in lost values. Similarly, in PushPullSum once the masses of the values w and s have been reasonably well distributed among the nodes, a failing node will not change the end aggregate by a significant amount. Figure 9 graphs the distribution of aggregate values returned over 1000 queries in which a single random node fails at a random time during the query. Table 3 gives statistics on this distribution. An aggregate value of 1000 or 999 can be considered a correct result since it represents the number of nodes at some point during the query. This experiment shows that PushPullSum is more robust to failures, but that in the majority of cases failures only have a small impact on Bliksum. Figure 9 . Impact of single node failures: distribution of recorded sums.
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Using reliable messages in the aggregation tree
In Bliksum, if a node fails it will disrupt the propagation of updates from its descendants. To this point we have assumed that all messages sent in both protocols are unreliable, that is the sending node does not know if a message succeeds or fails. Gossip-based protocols send large numbers of small messages between random locations. In this case using unreliable messages keeps communication costs down [3] . Figure 4 shows that the aggregation tree in Bliksum only accounts for a small percentage of the messages sent. Moreover, many of these messages are between the same pairs of nodes. Using reliable messaging in the aggregation tree will therefore only add a small extra cost.
If messages between nodes in the Bliksum aggregation tree are reliable, a child will know when its parent fails. Since during the random multicast each node is likely to receive the query multiple times, it also knows of alternative parents. In this case it can switch parents after a failure, and send any subsequent updates to its local aggregate through this new parent. This does not remove all possibility of losing input values. A node may receive an update from a child then fail before passing it on. A node may not have an alternative parent. Moreover, a node may choose a descendant as its new parent or two nodes may simultaneously choose each other's descendants as new parents, leading to updates being passed in a loop, though only until the end of the query period. These situations could be improved with additional management mechanisms, but these would add further costs. Since both situations are rare we consider only simple random parent replacement in this work. Figure 9 and Table 3 show the result of making this change to using reliable messages only in the aggregation tree, labelled BliksumR. This small amount of tree management reduces the likely impact of a failure on a Bliksum query.
Impact of churn
During the normal operation of a peer-to-peer system, nodes are continually added and removed. Multiple failures are therefore likely to occur during the execution of an aggregation query. The robustness of a protocol in a realistic scenario therefore depends not only on the impact of individual failures, but also on the duration of a query and the degree to which the effects of individual failures interact.
Leonard et al. [12] give a model for node churn based on observations of node lifetimes in actual peer-to-peer systems. Node lifetimes follow a shifted Pareto distribution, FðxÞ ¼ 1 ÿ ð1 þ x=bÞ ÿa ; x . 0; a . 1, with the parameters a ¼ 3 and b ¼ 1 h. This gives nodes an expected lifetime of 30 min. For a system with 1000 nodes in the steady state, a node is removed and another added on average every 1.8 s. Figure 10 shows the results of repeated summation queries in an example scenario with this level of churn. The PushPullSum epoch is 36.4 s, and the aggregate value is measured halfway through each epoch. Bliksum queries are made every 36.4 s. Table 4 gives statistics on the absolute value of the difference between the measured system size and the actual system size at the time the measurement is made over 2200 queries. For most queries, all the protocols give good measurements of the actual system size. All the protocols occasionally give measurements that are slightly off, and very occasionally give measurements that are significantly different from the actual system size. Table 4 shows that the aggregate values returned by BliksumR are on average the closest to the actual values, as well as having the lowest standard deviation, meaning they are less likely to be incorrect by large amounts. The differences between BliksumR and Bliksum are mainly due to the reduced likelihood of large errors occurring. The difference in average value measured by BlikSumR and PushPullSum is mainly due to the fact that a PushPullSum query is 10.4 s longer, in which time on average 5.8 nodes are added to the system.
Multiple queries to improve accuracy
The experiment in Section 4 shows that while all the protocols studied are likely to produce accurate aggregates, they can occasionally produce wildly incorrect values. More accurate aggregate values can therefore be obtained by running a query multiple times. For Bliksum if a query is run twice, the fact that the sum is never larger than the actual value means that the larger of the two returned values is more likely to be correct. For PushPullSum, queries need to be run at least three times, with the most often occurring value being the most likely to be correct. Figure 11 plots the percentage of queries from the experiment in Section 4, where the returned value is off by less than a given percentage of the actual value. For instance, if the sum should be within 2% of the actual sum, 97.9% of BliksumR queries return an acceptable value. Therefore if the query is run twice, there is a 99.96% chance of obtaining an acceptable value. For PushPullSum a query run three times, with a 78.5% chance of returning an acceptable value will return two acceptable values 88.1% of the time. Using multiple queries the small chance of producing a widely incorrect answer becomes less important than the accuracy of the majority of answers. 
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In this case, even Bliksum without any tree management can be more accurate than PushPullSum for a given cost.
Discussion and future work
The experiments in Section 5 show that the Bliksum approach to peer-to-peer aggregation, combining gossip-based management and tree-based aggregation, exhibits the robustness of pure gossip-base aggregation while lowering overall communications cost and increasing accuracy. A number of questions merit further investigation, namely regarding the relative scalability of the approach and the ability of the sampling and multicast services to adapt to unknown or changing environmental conditions.
Scalability
One of the main advantages of peer-to-peer systems, alongside reliability, is their potential scalability. Further research is needed to determine the relative scalability of the Bliksum and PushPullSum approaches in practical situations. As system size increases or as churn rate increases, more errors are likely to occur during the execution of a query. The time that information takes to disseminate in both gossip-based and tree-based systems is O log N. The number of rounds required for both Bliksum and PushPullSum queries should thus increase at a similar rate. The relative cost to the most loaded node each round however is harder to predict. In Blilksum this depends on the fan out of the aggregation tree, which depends on the multicast fan out. The required multicast fan out also grows with O log N [10] , however, the tree fan out will vary in practice since not all messages result in new children. This property depends partly on the implementation of random multicasting used. In PushPullSum, as the system size grows, so does the potential for a node to receive a large number of incoming gossips. The implementation of node sampling can influence this. Moreover, in practice, gossip protocols may be limited in scalability not by the load they place on individual nodes, but by the load placed on crucial links in the physical network on which they run [2] . In this case both approaches would require modifications to take into account network connectivity restrictions [3] , as is done in Astrolabe and SDIMS [16, 18] .
A further limiting factor on scalability for all of the aggregation approaches studied in this paper is the need to specify a maximum system size. Specifying too large a value results in longer queries than necessary, and thus increased costs and a greater chance International Journal of Parallel, Emergent and Distributed Systems 69 of encountering failures that affect the accuracy of the end aggregate value. In Section 4, we outline how Bliksum could measure and adapt to varying system sizes. Further research is needed to test if this approach would be worthwhile.
Underlying protocols
Improvements in the protocols used to implement random multicast and node-sampling could also have an effect on the relative performance of Bliksum and PushPullSum. A wide range of theoretical work on random multicast protocols exists, but there is less work on the practical aspects of using random multicast in actual systems. While using estimates of current system properties to set multicast parameters is straightforward in theory, the effect of inaccuracies in estimates of the system size and failure rate, especially if these are done separately at each node, needs to be tested. Moreover, the shape of the random tree formed by executing a multicast query can change depending on the implementation. For Bliksum it is desirable to have a wide, balanced tree. The method for determining when a multicast query will be passed on may thus be a significant factor.
Current node sampling protocols use a fixed constant amount of communication. This is because gossiping and replacing items is done at a constant rate. For the settings used in the experiments the Eddy protocol uses 1.4 messages per node per second. More advanced protocols could be developed that vary gossiping rates with the amount of samples actually used, and item replacement rates based on actual error rates. For Bliksum, this would lower the cost of sampling when no queries are active. Further research is needed, however, to determine how these changes would affect sample distribution.
Conclusion
Peer-to-peer aggregation systems can be broken down into a number of component services: data gathering and combination, multicast, a directory and system size estimation. The Bliksum aggregation protocol combines gossip-based node-sampling and random multicast with a temporary aggregation tree. This approach retains the main advantages of both unstructured and structured aggregation systems. Like pure gossipbased aggregation approaches, Bliksum is robust to realistic levels of node churn, while the use of a tree structure improves communication efficiency and lowers the amount of information lost due to node failures during the aggregation process.
